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PopCap's immensely popular Plants vs. Zombies game gets another serving of hilarious,

plant-filled, zombie-zapping comics! Crazy Dave--the babbling-yet-brilliant inventor and top-notch

neighborhood defender--helps his niece, Patrice, and young adventurer Nate Timely fend off

Zomboss's latest global attack in Plants vs. Zombies: Timepocalypse! This new, standalone tale will

tickle your funny bones and thrill . . . your brains! Paul Tobin (Bandette, Plants vs. Zombies:

Lawnmageddon Falling Skies) and Ron Chan (The Guild, Husbands) join forces with a bevy of

time-tossed plants to deliver a hilarious, all-ages romp to your timeline!
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I bought this for my son about a month ago to motivate him to read more. As he already has the first

comic, and devoured it, (over and over again) this was eagerly awaited. Now he is anxiously waiting

for the next one to come out.As I stated above, he has had this for about a month now and tosses it

into his backpack every morning to take to school. A soft cover would never stand up to the abuse

he has been putting it through. But this, being a hardcover, has absolutely no damage to it, or the

glossy pages within. With all books released nowadays, I always worry that the binding will come

loose, but there are no signs of giving at all.I am very pleased with this purchase and look forward to

ordering the next as soon as possible.



this is typical comic book fare that my 9 year old loves. I read through it and surprisingly, there is

nothing off-color or kid-inappropriate...as long as zombies wanting to eat brains is not considered

inappropriate. and while there isn't anything particularly clever about the story/characters, my son

reads it over and over again...so it was worth the purchase.

This is a good book for little comic book lovers. My eight year old son asked me for this and he

didn't put it down until he finished it. He is on his third time reading it through now. He loves the

pictures and the characters. This is a good value for a hardcover book

This is a really good deal. All 3 editions cost about $4 in total. This book is decreased by two times.

Super funny andawesome!!

It was pretty good but the little Boy is the worst dancer ever
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Good dynamic artwork, storyline is a bit convoluted for little ones (time travel is a bit of a stretch for

my 5 year old but he enjoyed it nonetheless). Big fan of the first book "Lawnmageddon" so got this

one too.

I was so excited to find you sold Plants vs Zombies books. My 4 year old nephew is in love with this

franchise and was over the moon when I presented him with this book. We've already read it literally

100 times. Thanks for making me the "Cool Aunt!"

I bought this for my 6 yo son and he loves it! He's read it over and over and over an e has only had

it for 3 weeks! This one is a great price too! Wish all the others were this price!
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